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MAGNETIC AND &LECTROMA.QNET1C SURVEYS
OB thft Property of 

JACOBUS MINING CORPORATION LIMITED
situated In

Macdiarmid Township * Porcupine Mining Division 
Province of Ontario

SUMMARY

The revolts of the electromagnetic survey t evealed two very weak 
conductive sones. The magnitudes of these anomalies are too low to make 
any reliable interpretation. They could be caused by metallic mineralisation 
at depth or they may be due entirely to overburden effects*

Two magnetic sones of interest were outlined. A weak electromagnetic 
anomaly lies adjacent to one of these magnetic cones.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of overburden covering the entire Jacobus property masking 
bedrock geology, it is recommended that a minimum of 1 100 feet of diamond 
drilling be undertaken to investigate the more salient geophysical anomalies 
outlined on the property, for base metal mineralisation as well at providing 
valuable geological information.

The areas of interest are -

(i) A magnetic anomaly on claim P- 59068 and a woak EM anomaly 
lying adjacent to it.

(l) A circular magnetic anomaly situated in the southwest corner of 
claim P- 59066.

A broad magnetic anomaly situated at the corners of claims
P- 5836 1, 58359, 59065 and 59057.

Drill hole locations are designated as follows!

Hole No. Departure Latitude Dip Bearing Length 

l Line 7 f 90 E. 31 f li S . of B. L. 50* S65*W 500 feet 

l Line 14 f 75 E 1) 4 50 S. of B. L. 50* S50*W 500 feet 

3 Line 13 f E5 E 7f40N.ofB.L. 50O N40OW 500 feet

l, 500 feet

Additional drilling would necessarily depend upon the success obtained 
in the initial holes.



PROPERTY, LOCATION f ACCfi&S,.KTC.*

The property of Jacobue Mining Corporation Limited consists ol twenty-four (24) contiguous, unsurveyed and unpatented mining claims situated in the totttheaet corner of Macdiarmid township, Porcupine MiningDivision, Province of Ontario.

The claims arc numbered f'-59053 to P-59068 inclusive and P-583S4 to P-58361 inclusive. The claims occupy approximately the area of lot* l and Z , contortion l and south half of concession 2.

The property i e readily reached by turning off from highway 629* at a point about four miles north of the town of Timmins, Ontario. From this point a secondary road leads west a distance of four miles* thence a tractor road leads north extending to Sturgeon Falls in Mahaffy township. A power line parallels this road. From Highway 6291 along the secondary and tractor road, it is i. 3 miles to the Jacobus property. The west boundary of the property is coincident with the power line and access road.

The area of the claim group is about 960 acres. 

PROPERTY

The surface of the property is covered by varying thicknesses Of glacial debris, consisting mostly of clay* There are no rock outcrops present, The nearest outcrop area is located about 2. S miles distant in a westerly direction. The strike of the rocks here is N60OW, astronomic, and dips are etecp to the north.

From regional mapping the consolidated rocks of the property are all Precambrian in age, and it is reasonable to assume that they consist of Keewatin type rocks.
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Magnetic Survey

This survey was performed using a Sharpe A-2 Vertical Force Magnetometer. Results are shown on the accompanying plan to the scale of i inch equal  300 feet.

The overall magnetic relief is not great and the main trend of isomagnetic lines is anywhere from K30O\V to north-south, astronomic. The background ie in the order of 500 gammas and maximum Intensity recorded wae 1300 gammas, only 800 gammas above background.

The westerly third of the property shows the greatest magnetic relief. Two anomalous eones dominate this area.

The first magnetic *one is about 3500 feet long and 300 feet wide. It strikes about N20OW and it is located on claims 59066 to 59068
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inclusive. The magnetic tone consists o! at least three separate magnetic 
closures of 200 to 600 gamma intensity. This anomaly could represent a 
basic dike or a lava How with a low content of magnetite.

The second magnetic *one le located at the common corners of 
claims 5036} , 58359, 59065 and 59061. This Bone is oval In shape, about 
1400 feet long and 400 feet wide. Peak of the magnetic anomaly is 1300 
gamma e, about 800 gammas above background. This magnetic Kone may be 
caused by a basic intrusive body.

There* ie no appreciable magnetic relief in the central part of the 
Jacobus property. The magnetic relief of the east third of the property is 
low, of the order of 200 - 300 gammas. Magnetic closures are narrow and 
elongated in a north- south direction. This is suggestive of a weakly 
magnetic basic dike.

The overall magnetic relief on the property may be due entirely to 
disseminated magnetite mineralization in intrusive type rocks , rather than 
indicative of the trend or strike of the Keewatin rocks.

ivlc-ctromagnettc Survey

The survey was conducted using a Mark 4, Horizontal Loop 
Electromagnetic t) nit i utilising a coil separation of 900 feet and a frequency 
of 876 c. p. e. This method measures the in*phase and out-of-phase 
components of the secondary magnetic field in terms of percent of normal 
or uniform field. Ratios of the in-phase to out-of- phase readings are 
considered to give indications of conductivity of causative bodies. A coil 
separation of 300 feet, gives a depth penetration in the order of 125 to ISO 
feet.

This survey revealed only two weak anomalous (conductive) 
eones. The magnitude of the anomalies are too low to permit any reliable
Interpretation,

If the magnetic pattern on the property is a reflection of the 
structure of the underlying Keewatin rocks , too much credence cannot be 
placed on the results of the 13. M. survey. Conductors, if present, could 
parallel this direction and consequently not be detected by the survey.

Under the circumstances it may be advisable to r e- survey the 
property, using a system of picket lines in an east-west direction. This 
could await retmlts from the early drilling and other exploration work in the 
area.

The conductive nature of the overburden had considerable effect on 
the survey r o suit u .

Respectfully submitted, 
MMARD, KNIGHT tt ASSOCIATES

s~~" ^ *

Toronto, Ontario 
June 30, 1964.

Michchael zWow4M,B.8c. ,P.Eng.
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